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This paper establishes the strong primeness of all Jordan systems J of hermitian
type, trapped between ample hermitian elements of a )-prime associative system
 .  .R and its Martindale system of symmetric quotients Q R : H R, ) : J :0
  . .H Q R , ) . This completes the converse of Zelmanov's classification of strongly
prime Jordan systems, providing ``if'' as well as ``only if'' classifications of strongly
prime and primitive Jordan systems. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
One of the central results in the structure theory of Jordan algebras is
w xthe classification of strongly prime Jordan algebras 12, 15.2 . Most of the
algebras listed there were shown to be strongly prime with a scalar
w xextension argument 12, 15.3 . However, the so-called Jordan algebras of
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hermitian type, described in terms of being trapped between the hermi-
tian part of an associative algebra with involution and its Martindale
quotient algebra, fail to be treated in the same way, so that showing their
strong primeness remained an open problem.
 .  ..In this paper we show 1.3 and 4.1 that hermitian Jordan algebras in
w xthe sense of 12, 15.2 are strongly prime as a consequence of the main
 .result 1.2 of Section 1. In Sections 2 and 3, triple system and pair
analogues of the results of the previous section are obtained. In both
cases, proofs involve essentially combinatorial arguments together with
basic facts on semiprime and )-prime associative algebras, triple systems
and pairs. Recall that the starting point, which is strong primeness for any
 .ample subspace H R, ) of a )-prime associative algebra, triple system,0
w  .  .or pair, has a purely combinatorial nature 3, 4.6 i , 5.10 i ; 4, 1.8, 1.10,
x1.12 .
Section 4 is devoted to collecting structural consequences of the results
of the previous sections, and includes not only the obvious improvements
in the descriptions of strongly prime Jordan systems but also better
versions of the classifications of primitive systems.
0. PRELIMINARIES
0.1
We will deal with associative or Jordan algebras, triple systems, and
wpairs over an arbitrary ring of scalars F. The reader is referred to 8, 12, 1,
x3 for notation, terminology, and basic results we will use throughout the
paper. However, some of these preliminaries will be stressed in this
section.
}Given a Jordan algebra J, its products will be denoted x 2, U y forx
x, y g J, with linearizations denoted by
2 2 2x( y s V y s x q y y x y y , .x
 4xyz s U y s V z s U y y U y y U y.x , z x , y xqz x z
 q y.}For a Jordan pair V s V , V , the products will be denoted by
Q y for any x g V s, y g Vys , s s ", with linearizations Q , D .x x, z x, y
}For a Jordan triple system T , the products will be denoted by P yx
for any x, y g T , with linearizations P , L .x, z x, y
}When dealing with associative algebras, pairs, or triple systems, the
 .products will be denoted even in the cases of triple systems and pairs!
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simply by juxtaposition. This is justified by the fact that such triple systems
and pairs have a standard imbedding in an associative algebra, where
juxtaposition of any two factors makes sense.
0.2
One can obtain Jordan systems from associative systems by symmetriza-
tion: If R is an associative algebra, we can obtain a Jordan algebra
denoted by Rq., over the same F-module, with products built out of the
associative product by x 2 s xx, U y s xyx, for any x, y g R. Similarly, ax
 . q.Jordan pair resp., Jordan triple system R can be obtained from an
 q y.  .associative pair R s R , R resp., an associative triple system R by
s ys defining Q y s xyx, for any x g R , y g R , s s " resp., P y s xyx,x x
.for any x, y g R .
 .A Jordan system algebra, pair, or triple system is said to be special if it
is a subsystem of Rq. for some associative system R.
0.3
A particularly important example of special Jordan systems are ample
subspaces or subpairs of associative systems with involution:
} If R is an associative algebra with involution ), a F-submodule
 .H contained in the set of symmetric elements H R, ) is said to be an
ample subspace of R if it contains all traces and norms of the elements of
 4 . wR x s x q x*, xx* g H for any x g R and xHx* : H for any x g R 9,
xp. 387; 12, 0.89 . Ample subspaces of algebras have the useful ample
commutation property enabling us to move a factor from R past an H:
RH : H q HR , HR : H q RH i .
 4since rh s rh y hr* g H y HR by closure of H under traces.
 q y.} If R s R , R is an associative pair with polarized involution
 q y.), an ample subpair H s H , H is a pair of submodules of symmetric
 s  s ..  4elements H : H R , ) containing all traces x s x q x* of the ele-
ments of Rs and satisfying xHys x* : H s, for any x g Rs, s s ". To
obtain the notion of ample subspace of an associative triple system R with
winvolution, simply forget the superscripts in the case of pairs 1, pp.
x209]210; 4, 1.7 . In triple systems a weaker ample commutation property
allows us only to move pairs of factors from R past an H:
RRH : H q HRR , HRR : H q RRH ii .
 4  4since rsh s rsh y hs*r* for rsh g H.
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When dealing with pairs, involutions will be assumed to be of polarized
type.
0.4
Given a )-prime associative algebra, triple system, or pair R with
 .involution ), its Martindale system algebra, triple system, or pair of
symmetric quotients relative to the filter of all nonzero )-ideals of R will
 . be denoted Q R and called just the Martindale system algebra, triple
.system, or pair of symmetric quotients of R for short. The involution ) can
 .be naturally extended to Q R and will be also denoted ).
w xThe reader is referred to 11 for a complete construction and descrip-
tion of Martindale systems of symmetric quotients. We will point out those
properties of the cases of algebras and triple systems which will be needed
in the sequel:
 .i Let R be a )-prime associative algebra with involution ). Then
 .  .R is a subalgebra of Q R and any 0 / a g Q R is ideally absorbed into R
in the algebra sense that there exists a )-ideal I s I of R depending ona
. w xa such that 11, 1.3
0 / aI q Ia : R .
 .ii Let R be a )-prime associative triple system with involution ).
 .  .Then R is a subsystem of Q R and any 0 / a g Q R is ideally absorbed
into R in the triple sense that there exists a )-ideal I s I of R depend-a
. w xing on a such that 11, 3.20
0 / aRI q IRa : R .
1. JORDAN ALGEBRAS OF HERMITIAN TYPE
We will begin with a result which gives an idea of the proximity between
an algebra with involution and any of its ample subspaces whenever the
algebra is sufficiently well behaved.
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let R be a semiprime associati¨ e algebra with in¨olu-
tion ). Then:
 .i R is )-tight o¨er any of its ample subspaces H, i.e., I l H / 0 for
any nonzero )-ideal I of R.
 .ii Any ample subspace H resists annihilation, i.e., zH s 0 for z g R
implies z s 0.
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 .Proof. i Let z g I, r g R. It is clear that
rz q rz *, zz* g H l I .  .
since H is an ample subspace and I a )-ideal. If I l H s 0 then
rz s y rz * s yz*r*, zz* s 0. .
Hence zrz s yzz*r* s 0 and we have shown that zRz s 0 for any z g I.
Since R is semiprime this implies I s 0.
 .ii In a semiprime ring left and right annihilators of an ample H
coincide:
zH s 0 m zRH s 0 m Hz s 0 m HRz s 0
the first right arrow « follows from commutation RH : H q HR, the
 .  .  .second from semiprimeness since Hz R Hz s H zRH z s 0 implies Hz
.is trivial, and the remaining arrows by reversing products . Then their
 . common value is a )-ideal I of R with IRH s 0. But then I l H R I l
.  .H : IRH s 0 forces I l H s 0 by semiprimeness, so I s 0 by i .
The next result is devoted to extending the above tightness to more
general Jordan-like objects, whose proximity to an ample subspace is given
in terms of an ``ideal contraction condition.'' We will say that a subspace
K : J ideally contracts J if
U K , U J : K , i.e., xkx , kxk g K for any x g J , k g K .J K
  4Note that we do not require JJK : K, so this is weaker than requiring K
.to be an ideal of J. Due to the combinatorial nature of its proof, the
result will be stated in its maximum generality, although its aim is the
proof of the next consequences.
1.2. THEOREM. Let R be a semiprime associati¨ e )-algebra with ample
Äsubspace H, and let J be a submodule of some associati¨ e )-algebra R
extending R such that:
 .i H : J.
 .ii H ideally contracts J: U H, U J : H.J H
Then J is ``tight'' o¨er H in the sense that L l H / 0 for any nonzero
submodule L of J satisfying:
 .iii L ideally contracts J: U J, U L : L.L J
 .iv Some element of L is ideally absorbed into R: there exists x g L
and a )-ideal I of R such that 0 / xI q Ix : R.
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 .Proof. Let us first note the useful consequence of ideal absorption iv
that x can be ideally absorbed into I, not just into R:
iv « 0 / IxI : I , v .  .
 .  .since if, for example, xI / 0 then by semiprimeness 0 / xI R xI : xIxI,
 .which forces IxI / 0, where IxI s I xI : IR : I.
 .  .Assume L l H s 0. Then, by ii and iii , U H : U H l U J : H l LL J L
and we have
U H s 0. vi .L
Similarly U L : U J l U L : H l L s 0 yieldsH H J
U L s 0. vii .H
J was used only to transform disjointness L l H s 0 into orthogonality
 .  .U H s U L s 0 in vi and vii ; it disappears from the rest of the proof.L H
Let I s I l H. It is easy to see that I is again ample in I, and it is well0 0
known that the ideal I of R remains semiprime. For any a g I , r g R,0 0
xa rxa s x a r q r*a xa y xr*a xa g U H a y xr* U L s 0 .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 0 H
 .  .  .by vi and vii since the trace a r q r*a s a r q r*a * s a r q0 0 0 0 0
 .  4a r * s a r g H by ampleness. Thus we have xa Rxa s 0 and xa g0 0 0 0 0
 .xI : xI : R by iv . By semiprimeness of R, xa s 0, so xI s 0; from0 0 0
 . .the ample commutation rule 0.3 i , applied to the algebra I and its ample
subspace I , this establishes0
xI s xII s 0. viii .0 0
 .  .  .  .Thus by v and viii we see 0 / IxI : I has IxI I s I xII s 0, con-0 0
 . .  .trary to 1.1 ii applied to I, I in place of R, H .0
1.3 THEOREM. Let R be a )-prime associati¨ e algebra with ample sub-
Ä q. .space H, and let J be a Jordan subalgebra of R for some associati¨ e
Ä)-algebra R extending R such that:
Ä .i H is an ideal of J, so J is sandwiched: H : J : R.
 .ii All elements of J are ideally absorbed into R: for any 0 / x g J,
there exists a )-ideal I of R such that 0 / xI q Ix : R.
Then J is tight o¨er H, and hence is strongly prime.
 .  . .  . .Proof. Condition i above implies 1.2 i and ideal contraction 1.2 ii ,
 . .  .any ideal L of J has ideal contraction 1.2 iii , and by ii above e¨ery
 . .element of J is ideally absorbed as in 1.2 iv . So by that result every
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nonzero ideal L of J hits H, and J is tight over H. This forces primeness
w x  wof J since H is prime by 6, 1.3 , and also forces nondegeneracy cf. 10,
 .x. w  .x2.9 iii since H is nondegenerate, which follows from 3, 4.6 i .
Notice the general idea behind the proof: tightness allows us to pass
strong primeness from R to H to J. Notice also that we did not need to
Ä . assume J itself is contained in H R, ) although U J : H implies itH
Ä.cannot be far from symmetric or that R is a Martindale quotient ring.
2. JORDAN TRIPLE SYSTEMS OF HERMITIAN TYPE
We will prove triple system versions of the results obtained for algebras
in the previous section. Unlike the algebra case, in triple systems an ample
H may very well be 0: a commutative associative triple system R, equipped
 .with the involution ) given by r* s yr, has H R, ) s 0 when R has no
2-torsion. Thus for tightness results in triple systems we will have to
wexplicitly assume H / 0. Recall that this cannot happen if R is a semiprime
associati¨ e algebra with involution: if H s 0 is an ample subspace then
 .r q r* s 0 i.e., r* s yr and rr* s 0 for any r g R, which imply rr s 0
for any r g R and hence R is anticommutative; thus rRr s yrrR s 0,
xwhich is impossible if R is semiprime.
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let R be a )-prime associati¨ e triple system with
in¨olution ). Then R is )-tight o¨er any of its nonzero ample subspaces H,
i.e., I l H / 0 for any nonzero )-ideal I of R.
Proof. We will show that IlHs0 forces Is0. Notice that zqz* g
I l H, zHz* : I l H, for any z g I since I* : I, so if I l H s 0 then
z* s yz , i .
zHz* s 0, ii .
for any z g I. Now, for any z g I, h g H, r, s g R, we have rsz g I and
zhrszhr s zh rsz hr s yzh rsz *hr by i s yzhz*s*r*hr s 0 .  .  . .
 .by ii . So, we have zhrRzhr s 0, which implies zhr s 0 by semiprimeness
 .  .of R. Thus we have proved IHR s 0 and H : R I , where R I is one2 2
w x  .of the right annihilators defined in 1, 1.15 . Hence H / 0 implies R I /2
w x0 and I s 0 by 1, 1.19 since R is )-prime.
 .  .In 2.1 we must replace the semiprimeness condition of R in 1.1 by
)-primeness to rule out the presence of any ideal with trivial ample part.
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Otherwise R need not be tight over H, as the following example shows:
}Let R s R [ R be the direct sum of two semiprime )-triple1 2
systems, where R has nonzero ample subspace H and R has zero ample1 1 2
wsubspace H s 0 e.g., R s K [ K, for a field K of characteristic not 2,2
 .  .xwith involution x, y * s x, yy ; then H s H [ 0 is a nonzero ample1
subspace, yet the nonzero )-ideal I s 0 [ R satisfies I l H s 0, so R is2
not tight over H.
Following the pattern of the previous section, the next result is devoted
to extending the above tightness to more general Jordan-like objects,
whose proximity to an ample subspace is given in terms of an ideal
contraction condition. However, the proof, due to the need of avoiding
products of even length, involves different arguments.
2.2. THEOREM. Let R be a )-prime associati¨ e triple system with a
nonzero ample subspace H, and let T be a submodule of some associati¨ e
Ä)-triple system R extending R such that:
 .i H : T.
 .ii H ideally contracts T : P H, P T : H.T H
Then T is ``tight'' o¨er H in the sense that L l H / 0 for any nonzero
submodule L of T satisfying:
 .iii L ideally contracts T : P T , P L : L.L T
 .iv Some element of L is ideally absorbed into R: there exists x g L
and a )-ideal I of R such that 0 / xRI q IRx : R.
Proof. We structure the proof of this result in several lemmas. Once
 . . again, as in 1.2 v we can absorb x into I albeit only after hitting it with
.further factors from R :
iv « 0 / IRxRI : I v .  .
 .since if say 0 / xRI : R then by semiprimeness of R we have 0 /
 .  .  .  .  .xRI R xRI s xR IRxRI implies 0 / IRxRI s IR xRI : IRR : I by iv
and the fact that I is an ideal in R.
Assume that L l H s 0. We use T only to obtain some orthogonality.
For any h g H, r, y g R, since x g L we have
 4xhyrxhy s x hyr xhy y xr*y*hxhy : P H hy y xr*y* P L y s 0 .  .L H
because both P H : P H l P T and P L : P T l P L fall in L l HL T L H H T
 .  .s 0 by our assumption and ideal contraction ii and iii . We have shown
xhyRxhy s 0 h g H , y g R . vi .  .
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 .When y g I, vi implies xhy s 0 since R is semiprime and xhy g xRI : R
 .by ideal absorption iv . Thus we obtain
xHI s 0. vii .
We set out on a quest to prove this is impossible.
2.3. Remark. Recall that the core of a subspace Z of R, denoted
 .Core Z , is the largest ideal of R contained inside Z. Since the ideal of R
generated by z is spanned as a submodule by z, RzR, RRz, zRR, RRzRR,
 .Core Z consists exactly of the elements z g Z with
i z g Z, ii RzR : Z, iii RRz : Z, .  .  .
iv zRR : Z, v RRzRR : Z. .  .
2.4. LEMMA. Let R be any associati¨ e )-triple system and H any ample
 .subspace. If Z is a right resp., left ideal of R containing H, then Z is
 .  . automatically )-in¨ariant, hence a left resp., right ideal, Core Z s z g
4Z ¬ RzR : Z and it is a )-ideal of R containing RHR l Z. Moreo¨er,
 .aHa : Core Z for all a g R.
 .  .  .  .Proof. When Z is a right ideal of R, i « iv and iii « v ; when
w xH : Z then Z is )-invariant z q z* g H : Z, so z g Z « z* g Z ,
 .  .hence also a left ideal, thus i « iii , so the core conditions reduce to just
i9 z g Z with RzR : Z. .
 .This immediately implies that Core Z is a )-ideal of R.
 .Any z g RHR l Z trivially satisfies the first condition of i9 , and it
 .  .satisfies the second since RzR : R RHR R s RRH RR : Z since Z is a
left]right ideal containing H.
For the last statement, note that, for any a g R and h g H, aha s a q
.  .a* ha y a*ha g HRR y H since H is an ample subspace of R : Z
 .since Z is a right ideal containing H , as well as aha g RHR, so it lies in
 .RHR l Z : Core Z .
The case when Z is a left ideal follows by considering the opposite
opsystem R of R.
2.5. LEMMA. Let R be an associati¨ e )-triple system with ample subspace
ÄH and left ideal I. If an element x g R of some larger associati¨ e triple system
Ä  .  .R = R satisfies xHI s 0, then xC a I s 0 for any a g R, where C a is the
)-ideal generated in R by aHa.
 4Proof. Because I is a left ideal, the space Z s z g R ¬ xzI s 0 is a
 .  .right ideal of R, which by hypothesis contains H. By 2.4 , aHa : Core Z
 .  .for any a g R, which implies C a : Core Z : Z.
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 .2.6. LEMMA. Under the hypothesis of 2.2 , if xMI s 0, where M is a
)-ideal of R, then M s 0.
 . .Proof. Since 0 / IRxRI : I by 2.2 v , we have
IRxRI MR R IRxRI MR s IRxRIMRR IRxRI MR .  .  . .  .
: IRxRIMRRIMR s IRx RIM RRIMR .  .
: IRxMI s IR xMI s 0 .
 .  .by idealness of I, M in R , which implies IRxRI MR s 0 by semiprime-
 .  .ness of R, so 0 / IRxRI : L M , where L M denotes one of the left1 1
w x  . w xannihilators defined in 1, 1.15 . Hence L M / 0 and M s 0 by 1, 1.191
since R is )-prime.
 .  .Now we are able to show vii is impossible. Assume xHI s 0. By 2.5 ,
 .  .  .for any a g R, the )-ideal C a of R satisfies xC a I s 0, hence C a s 0
 .by 2.6 . Thus aHa s 0 for any a g R, which contradicts nondegeneracy of
w  .xH 3, 5.10 i since H is nonzero. Our quest is complete.
Ä2.7. Remark. If we assume all x / 0 in R are ideally absorbed into R
Ä  ..  .which will be true in the case of interest where R s Q R in 2.2 we can
take a shortcut in our quest. We have a general
2.8. LEMMA. Let K be a nonzero )-ideal of a )-prime associati¨ e triple
Äsystem R. If 0 / x g R = R is ideally absorbed into R, then xKx / 0.
Proof. Assume xKx s 0 with ideal absorption 0 / xRI : R for )-ideals
 .  .   . .K, I of R. Put M s I l K. Then xRM R xRM : x RKR x RM :
 .xKx RM s 0, hence xRM s 0 by semiprimeness of R since xRM :
 .  .xRI : R by ideal absorption. Now, xRI KR s xR IKR : xRM s 0
 .  w x. w xand we obtain xRI : L K , cf. 1, 1.15 . Hence xRI s 0 by 1, 1.191
since R is )-prime and K is nonzero, which contradicts our absorption
assumption.
 .  .  .Setting K s R in this, xhy R xhy s 0 from vi becomes xhy s 0.
wNote we need the lemma rather than mere semiprimeness of R, since xhy
Älies in R rather than R; xhy is ideally absorbed if it is not zero since we
Ä xare now assuming all nonzero elements of R are. Thus xHR s 0, and
dually RHx s 0:
xHR s RHx s 0. viii .
But then xKx s 0 for K s HHR q RHH, which by ample commutation
 . . w0.3 ii is easily checked to be a )-ideal of R, and is nonzero H / 0 «
 .  .some h / 0 « some hrh / 0 « some hrh s hrh / 0 by semiprimeness
 4  . x« some 0 / rhshr s rhs hr y s*h r*hr g HHR q RHH by ampleness ,
 .so again by 2.8 we reach a contradiction.
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This leads to strong primeness of hermitian Jordan triple systems.
2.9. THEOREM. Let R be a )-prime associati¨ e triple system with a
Ä q. .nonzero ample subspace H, and let T be a Jordan subsystem of R for
Äsome associati¨ e )-triple system R extending R such that:
Ä .i H is an ideal of T , so T is sandwiched: H : T : R.
 .ii T is ideally absorbed into R: For any 0 / x g T , there exists a
)-ideal I of R such that 0 / xRI q IRx : R.
Then T is tight o¨er H, and therefore is strongly prime.
 .Proof. By 2.2 , every nonzero ideal of T hits H, which, together with
w  .x  .10, 2.9 iii , forces strong primeness of T as in 1.3 since H is strongly
w  .xprime by 3, 5.10 i .
Ä .Notice again that we do not need to assume J : H R, ) or that
Ä  .R s Q R is entirely ideally absorbed into R.
3. JORDAN PAIRS OF HERMITIAN TYPE
 .  q y.Given an associative resp., Jordan pair V s V , V , an associative
 .  . q yresp., Jordan triple system T V s V [ V can be obtained by defining
xq[ xy yq[ yy zq[ zy s xqyyzq[ xyyqzy .  .  .
resp., P q y yq[ yy s Q qyy[ Q yyq . .x [ x x x
w x3, 0.2, 0.3; 8, 1.14 . Ample subpairs of an associative pair R with involution
 .  .turn into ample subspaces of T R when applying the above functor T ,
similarly )-ideals, )-subpairs, and submodules turn into )-ideals, )-sub-
systems, and submodules, respectively, in the associative and Jordan cases
 w x.  .cf. 4, 2.2 . Niceness conditions are also preserved by T :
 .  .i An associative pair R is )-prime if and only if T R is )-prime
w  .x3, 14 i .
 .  .ii A Jordan pair V is nondegenerate resp., prime, strongly prime
 .  . wif and only if T V is nondegenerate resp., prime, strongly prime 1,
xp. 230 .
 .  .  .By using T , pair analogues of 2.1 and 2.2 are immediately obtained:
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let R be a )-prime associati¨ e pair with in¨olution ).
Then R is )-tight o¨er any of its nonzero ample subpairs H, i.e., I l H / 0
for any nonzero )-ideal I of R.
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3.2. THEOREM. Let R be a )-prime associati¨ e pair with a nonzero ample
Äsubpair H and V be a pair-submodule of some associati¨ e )-pair R extending
R such that:
 .i H : V.
 . ys ys ss sii H ideally contracts V: Q H , Q V : H , s s ".V H
Then V is ``tight'' o¨er H in the sense that L l H / 0 for any nonzero
pair-submodule L of V such that:
 . ys ys ss siii L ideally contracts V: Q V , Q L : L , s s ".L V
 .iv Some element of L is ideally absorbed into R: for some s s "
there exists x g Ls and a )-ideal I of R such that 0 / xRys I s q I sRys x :
Rs.
 .As a consequence, a pair analogue of 2.9 is obtained. Its proof follows
 .  . w  .  .xthe pattern of the proof of 2.9 , using 3.2 and 3, 4.6 i ; 10, 2.9 iii .
3.3. THEOREM. Let R be a )-prime associati¨ e pair with a nonzero ample
Ä q. .subpair H, and let V be a Jordan subpair of R for some associati¨ e
Ä)-pair R extending R, such that:
Ä q. .  .i H is an ideal of V, so V is sandwiched H : V : R .
 . sii V is ideally absorbed into R: For any 0 / x g V , s s ", there
exists a )-ideal I of R such that 0 / xRys I s q I sRys x : Rs.
Then V is tight o¨er H, hence is strongly prime.
4. STRUCTURAL CONSEQUENCES
 . . w  .xBy 0.4 i , the Jordan algebras of hermitian type 12, 15.2 V satisfy the
 .conditions of 1.3 . Thus they are strongly prime, so that we can complete
w xthe ``if'' part of 12, 15.2, 15.3 to get:
4.1. THEOREM. A Jordan algebra J is strongly prime if and only if one of
the following holds:
 .i J is a Clifford or Albert form: there exists a unital scalar extension
Ä Ä Ã Ä ÄJ s V J for an algebraically closed field V such that J is Clifford or Albert,
Ä Ä Ä .  .I J s V s H V is hermitian and tiny Clifford of dimension 1;1
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .II J s J Q, 1 s H V is hermitian and small Clifford of dimen3
sion 3;
Ä Ä .  .III J s J Q, 1 is large Clifford of dimension G 4;
Ä Ä .  .IV J s J N, 1 is Albert of dimension 27,
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 .  .ii J consists of hermitian elements: H R, ) is an ideal of J and0
  . .  .J : H Q R , ) , where H R, ) is an ample subspace of a )-prime associa-0
 .ti¨ e algebra R with in¨olution ) and Q R is its Martindale algebra of
symmetric quotients.
w x  . .  .From 13, Th. 5; 1, 4.1; 2, 10.8 , 0.4 ii and 2.9 yield
4.2. THEOREM. A Jordan triple system T is strongly prime if and only if
one of the following holds:
 .i T is a Clifford, bi-Cayley, or Albert form: there exists a scalar
Ä Ä Äextension T s VT of T such that T is simple Clifford, bi-Cayley, or Albert;
 .  .ii T consists of hermitian elements: T has an ideal 0 / H R, ) ,0
which is an ample subspace of a )-prime associati¨ e triple system R with
  . .  .in¨olution ) and T : H Q R , ) , where Q R is the Martindale triple
system of symmetric quotients of R.
w x  . .  .From 13, Th. 6; 1, 5.3; 2, 10.8 , 0.4 ii , and 3.3 , the following result is
obtained.
4.3. THEOREM. A Jordan pair V is strongly prime if and only if one of the
following holds:
 .i V is a Clifford, bi-Cayley, or Albert form: there exists a scalar
Ä Äextension V of V such that V is simple Clifford, bi-Cayley, or Albert;
 .  .ii V consists of hermitian elements: V has an ideal 0 / H R, ) ,0
which is an ample subpair of a )-prime associati¨ e pair R with in¨olution )
  . .  .and V : H Q R , ) , where Q R is the Martindale pair of symmetric
   ...quotients of R obtained from the polarized triple system Q T R .
Using that a )-primitive associative algebra, triple system, or pair R
w xwith involution ) is always )-prime 5, 4.4; 3, 1.8 , together with the fact
that a primitive Jordan algebra, triple system, or pair is always strongly
w x  .  .  .prime 7, 5.5; 3, 3.7, 3.9 allows us to use 4.1 , 4.2 , and 4.3 to remove the
strong primeness condition from the known descriptions of primitive
w xJordan algebras, triple systems, and pairs 5, 5.1; 3, 4.7, 5.11 , obtaining the
following results.
4.4. THEOREM. A Jordan F-algebra J is primiti¨ e if and only if one of the
following holds:
 .  .i J consists of hermitian elements: J has an ideal 0 / H R, ) ,0
which is an ample subspace of a )-primiti¨ e associati¨ e algebra R with
  . .  .in¨olution ) and J : H Q R , ) , where Q R is the Martindale algebra of
symmetric quotients of R;
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 .iia J is isomorphic to an ample outer ideal in a small Clifford algebra
 .  .J Q , 1 and has an ample outer ideal of the form J Q , 1 , where Q are1 0 i
 .nondegenerate quadratic forms o¨er F-fields V , such that the centroid G Ji
of J satisfies
’G J : V : V : G J ; .  .0 1
 .  .iib J is isomorphic to a large Clifford algebra J Q, 1 of a nondegener-
ate quadratic form Q o¨er a field V such that F : V;
 .  .iii J is isomorphic to an Albert algebra J N, 1 of a nondegenerate
admissible cubic form N o¨er a field V, F : V, which thus is obtained from
the first or second Tits construction.
4.5. THEOREM. A Jordan triple system T is primiti¨ e if and only if one of
the following holds:
 .i T is a simple Jordan triple system equaling its socle. In this case T is
primiti¨ e at b for any 0 / b g T ;
 .  .ii T consists of hermitian elements: T has an ideal 0 / H R, ) ,0
which is an ample subspace of a )-primiti¨ e associati¨ e triple system R with
  . .  .in¨olution ) and T : H Q R , ) , where Q R is the Martindale triple
system of symmetric quotients of R. Moreo¨er, there exists an element b g
 .  .H R, ) at which T and H R, ) are both primiti¨ e and R is )-primiti¨ e.0 0
 .Con¨ersely, T is primiti¨ e at b for any b g H R, ) at which R is )-primi-0
ti¨ e.
 .4.6. THEOREM. A Jordan pair V is s -primiti¨ e if and only if one of the
following holds:
 .i V is a simple Jordan pair equaling its socle. In this case V is
 . ys  . ss -primiti¨ e at any 0 / b g V and ys -primiti¨ e at any 0 / b g V ;
 .  .ii V consists of hermitian elements: V has an ideal 0 / H R, ) ,0
 .which is an ample subpair of a s -)-primiti¨ e associati¨ e pair R with
  . .  .in¨olution ) and V : H Q R , ) , where Q R is the Martindale pair of
  .symmetric quotients of R Q R can be obtained from the polarized triple
  ...  ys .system Q T R . Moreo¨er, there exists an element b g H R , ) at0
 .  .  .which V and H R, ) are both s -primiti¨ e and R is s -)-primiti¨ e.0
 .  ys .Con¨ersely, V is s -primiti¨ e at b for any b g H R , ) at which R is0
 .s -)-primiti¨ e.
4.7. Remark. We can obtain the results on the structure of Jordan
algebras directly from the triple results, using a slightly weaker version of
 .1.2 .
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 .I Recall that any associative algebra with involution becomes an
associative triple system with involution by simply forgetting about prod-
ucts of even length.
 .II An ample subspace of an associative algebra R remains an
  ..ample subspace when R is considered as a triple system cf. 0.3 , and it is
always nonzero if R is a semiprime algebra cf. the remarks preceding
 ..2.1 .
 .  .  .  .  .III Conditions i , ii , and iii are formally identical in 1.2 and
 .2.2 .
 .IV A )-ideal of an associative algebra R is always a )-ideal of the
triple system R.
 .V Ideal absorption 0 / xI q Ix : R in the algebra sense for an
Ä Äelement x g R and a )-ideal I of a semiprime subalgebra R : R, implies
 .  .ideal absorption in the triple sense xRI q IRx s x RI q IR x : xI q
 .  .  .Ix : R, where 0 / Ix : R « 0 / Ix R Ix s I xRI x « 0 / xRI by
 . .semiprimeness, dually xI / 0 « IRx / 0. We have shown that 1.2 iv
 . .implies 2.2 iv if R is a semiprime algebra.
 .VI Finally, )-primeness of an associative algebra R implies )-
 w x.primeness of the triple system R cf. 4, 1.12 . The result is obvious if R is
a unital algebra since ideals of the algebra and the triple system coincide
Ãin that case. In general, one can consider a )-tight unital hull R of R,
Ãwhich is a )-prime algebra by )-tightness. Then R is a )-prime associa-
tive triple system as above and hence R is a )-prime associative triple
Ãsystem since it is a nonzero )-ideal of R.
 .  .Now, if we assume R is a )-prime algebra in 1.2 , we can apply 2.2 by
 .  .  .  .I ] VI , obtaining L l H / 0. From this weaker version of 1.2 , 1.3 can
 .  .also be obtained, hence 4.1 and 4.4 too.
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